The differentiation matrix for a spline-based wavelet basis will be constructed.
Introduction
In this paper the differentiation matrix for a spline-based wavelet basis with periodic and nonperiodic boundary conditions will be constructed. It will be proven that a spline-based wavelet basis, also, displays superconvergence when periodic boundary conditions are assumed. Furthermore, the superconvergence is lost when periodicity is no longer assumed. In addition, it will be seen that spline-based wavelet methods generate a class of compact finite difference schemes.
Recall that the differentiation matrix is comprised of three matrices, D = CDC:
• The first matrix C is the quadrature matrix which maps from point values of a function to the approximate scaling function coefficients at the finest scale.
• The second matrix D maps from the scaling function coefficients of a function to the scaling function coefficients of the derivative of the same function. For convenience, I will henceforth refer to this matrix as the 'derivative projection' matrix.
• In this paper the third matrix is the inverse of the first matrix:
This paper is organized as follows:
1. Introduction
Definitions and Framework:
Aliasing is reviewed. 
Differentiation in a Wavelet Subspace:
Here we begin to develop the relations needed to build the differentiation matrix.
Theoretical Accuracy:
In this section the theoretical accuracy will be proved. For a spline-based wavelet basis using an n-th order spline and assuming periodic boundary conditions, differentiation is accurate to order 2n + 2.
Equations for Finite Dimensions:
In finite dimensions all wavelet operations can be written in matrix form. In this section, the matrix equations will be derived which will hold for arbitrary boundary conditions. 
where '*' denotesthe convolution operator. Other useful forms of this equation are,
and and finally,
We will, also, need the samples of B-splines at the integers:
(8)
6'_(a') =/J"(*)l=_.
hi order to use B-splines to construct a nlultiresolution analysis it, is necessary that contractions and expansions of n-th or(ter B-splines also be contained in S '_. This is only true when n is od{l, which is, therefore, assumed for this t}al)er. 
where .dnc({) = _ and is {,h{" F{}lll'iCT |,r&llsforlll of ,/J0(X). ( 
2.4
Aliasing and Fourier Transforms
The relationship between the FoiH'ier transform and the semi-discrel.e Fourier l.rallsform and the role of aliasing is at the heart of a t)ro{}f that will be given later in this paper.
using notation defined above.
Let b_ be the samples of fl_(x) as defined above:
1/5 oo Therefore, I will reconstruct the straightforward algebra leading to aliasing
Break the integral up as follows:
which is equivalent to,
where I have used the fact that 1 = e -_2",k.
definition (4) we see that,
If we compare this expression with
which illustrates the aliasing of frequencies _ + 27rr onto frequency _.
Spline-Based Wavelet Bases
As mentioned above, the subspace of n-th order splines, S '_, is spanned by n-th order B-splines.
The following theorem will define the scaling functions for a spline-based wavelet basis, see [11] :
Theorem:
The set of functions
k=-oo is a basis of S _ provided that the sequence {p} is an invertible convolution operator from 12 into itself.
The sequence {p} is chosen such that the scaling function satisfies whatever properties are specified. That is, one can specify that the scaling functions and wavelets be orthogonal which places restrictions on {p}. There are many ways to define the scaling function, but in this paper it will be seenthat in the calculation of the differentiation matrix that the sequence{p} will 'divide out' producing a result which holds for all spline-basedwavelet basesproduced using the current framework.
Throughout the paper I will usethe notation ¢2(x) to denotetranslation of ¢'_(x)
by k:
Define the dual of ¢'_, q_'_, as
where the sequence {r} is chosen such that =< 0,¢k >.
Later the relationship between {r} and {p} will be made precise. However, as mentioned above, {p} and {r} will have no affect on the differentiation matrix.
The wavelet is defined as,
k_---oo and its dual is 
That is, if g(x) E Vo with the expansion,
and one projects into 1/1 and W1 by,
then the matrix form of the above linear transformations is denoted P:
and near ( = 0. It will be shown that the Taylor series of d(_) about _ = 0 is of the form,
and this implies accuracy of order 2n + 2.
4.1
The Semi-Discrete Fourier Transform of {d}
As above, define dq as, dq =< ¢0, ¢q >, and recall from the previous section that this is,
Again, note that as of now all summations and integrals are from -c¢ to c¢ allowing one to shift summations and integrals without changing the limits,
and shift the index l,
Let the superscript " ' " denote time reversal of a sequence to get,
We see that the right-hand side is a double convolution.
We can, therefore, use the
After these two expressions convolution theorem to get,
d(¢) = p(¢),_(_)a(¢).
Recall from the previous section that the following expression for ÷(_) was found:
Using this expression for _(() in the expression for d(_) we get,
b2-+,(_)
The next two subsections wil derive a(_) and b(_).
are found the proof of accuracy will begin.
4.2
The Semi-Discrete Fourier Transform of {a}
Define the projection of the derivative of a B-spline onto a B-spline as,
and from the convolution theorem, see the introduction, we get the Fourier transform of a(x),
The sequencea v is defined as the samples of a(x) at the integers,
The semi-discrete Fourier transform of av is, due to aliasing (see the introduction),
Recall that the samples of the B-spline fl2.+l(x) are found from,
We know the Fourier transform of fl2,_+1 (x) from the introduction:
(49)
Also, from the introduction we know how to get the semi-discrete Fourier transform of b_TM from/_2,,+,(_),
q=-oo
The semi-discrete Fourier transforms h(_) and b(_) will now be used in the proof of accuracy.
Proof of Accuracy
The proof of superconvergence begins by first proving two lemmas.
Lemma A: The series, 
Proof:
Using the definition of a sinc function we get,
We can simplify the numerator since sin(_) is periodic with period 2rr,
To show that SI(_) is even first let q = 0 to get,
which is even. Now, sum the terms for q = -1 and q = 1,
to get,
Matching every term with positive q with every term with negative q we see that
is an even function.
We can see from equation (55) that the first few terms in the Taylor series when q = 0 are 1 + c1_ 2 + c2_ 4 + .... On the other hand, when q # 0 each term in the summation is of the form,
Using the series expansions of these expressions we get,
This implies that,
That is, all terms in sa(_) with q -_ 0 contribute terms O(_2'_+2), and therefore, all low order terms come from equation (55). This yields the desired result.
//

Lemma B:
The series,
is an odd function of ( and has a Taylor series about ( = 0 of the form,
Proof: First of all, due to the 27r periodicity of sin(_), s_(_) becomes,
Note that the r = 0 term in this sum makes no contribution to s2(_). Now, note that each term in the sum has the following form,
and, consequently, the function g(_, r) defined as follows is an odd function of _:
This implies that s2(_) is an odd function of _ since,
Therefore, the Taylor seriesof s2(_) about _ = 0 must contain only odd powers of _.
Consider, now, a typical term of s2(() for r # 0,
P(_) = (_ + 2_r)_+2
Rewrite this to get,
Note that the binomial on the left-hand side contains all powers of _, and that sin2n+2(() contains only even powers of ( starting with the term (2,_+2:
We see now that the first term of P(_) must be (2,_+2/Co, but this term will also multiply the c1_ term in the binomial expression requiring that P(_) have as a second term aa_ 2"+3 where al = -c_/(C2o). The point is that there exist a nonzero term with power 2n + 3 in the polynomial P(_). 
d(_,)-^a(_,) b_"+_(_)"
Now, substitute in the previously derived expressionsfor h(_) and b2n+2(_) to get, The next section will provide explicit examples of the differentiation matrices for the first and third order B-splihes. Also, the accuracy will be shown computationally.
Equations for Finite Dimensions
The equations that will be derived in this section will hold for any spline-based wavelet basis defined on a finite-dimensional domain. This includes the equations for both periodic and nonperiodic boundary conditions. Note that in this section all summations are from 0 to dl, and consequently the summation limits will often not be shown.
Quadrature
where
Note that in this section the notation bin(x) will be used to denote the B-spline basis functions. 
or simply,
Group the terms as,
and rename the inner group as 7 to get,
•(85)
Now, transpose 3',
and utilize matrix and vector notation to get, 
8i,j = _ 7i,,r,, T.
1
The above equation has the following matrix form:
This is the matrix form of the requirement that the scaling function be orthogonal to its dual under translation. The next subsection will derive the derivative projection matrix.
The Derivative Projection Matrix
Recall from an earlier section that the elements of the derivative projection matrix come from the following inner product: 
(101)
This completes the derivation of the derivative projection matrix.
The following subsection will combine the results from all the subsections in this section to get the matrix form of the differentiation matrix.
5.4
The Differentiation Matrix
The differentiation matrix is,
where From above we found that, and From equation (106) we get,
Solve for R and use the fact the B is symmetric to get,
Use this expression in equation (105) to get,
Now, using the expression for the quadrature we get the differentiation matrix, 
_3(_) = 1/3(2 + cos(_)).
(llS) and must satisfy
Consider the first few terms of each series,
and finally,
with the conclusion that
q=5.
This is exactly the requirement for 4-th order accuracy.
(123)
The Differentiation Matrix
In matrix form, the filter ff is, 
In a manner analogous to the previous subsection, we equate powers in the Taylor series of the semi-discrete Fourier transforms and come to the conclusion that,
This is precisely the condition that is required for 8-th order accuracy.
The matrices for the filters ff and b are, can be generated across the domain using n-th order B-splines truncated in this way.
1st Order Spline
Using the boundary construction outlined in the previous paragraph and the 1st order For n = 1 the matrix b is the identity.
Computed Accuracy
Again, one can estimate the order of accuracy by applying the above defined matrix 7) to evenly-spaced samples of the function
and comparing to the exact derivative.
In 
